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WALT DISNEY WORLD
FUTURES CONFERENCE
March 27-29, 1985

PROGRAM

Wednesday,

March 27

Before 9:00 am
9:00 am -

12:00 Noon

12:00 Noon -

2:30 pm

Breakfast at leisure
Guests' property tours, by
helicopter and limousine, including
visits to gated attractions and resort
facilities.
Make arrangements with
VIP hostess in Yellowstone Room,
Contemporary Resort Hotel
General Motors Conference Center
Luncheon with Disney Development
Company management and consultants
for briefing on physical/environmental,
legal/governmental, and economy/
marketplace factors

/

2:30 pm -

5:00 pm

Guests' property tours continued.
Coordinate with assigned VIP hostess
and/or hostess in Yellowstone Room,
Contemporary Resort Hotel

6:15 pm -

6:30 pm

Limousine service from Contemporary
Resort Hotel to Empress Lilly Riverboat

6:45 pm-

8:00 pm

Empress Lilly Riverboat
Cocktail Reception

(Skipper's Deck)

8:00 pm- 10:00 pm

Empress Lilly Riverboat
Dinner

(Skipper's Table)

After 10:00 pm

Limousine service from Empress Lilly
Riverboat to Contemporary Resort Hotel

Thursday, March 28
Before 8:15 am

Breakfast at leisure

8:15 am -

8:30 am

Limousine service from Contemporary
Resort Hotel to General Motors
Conference Center

9:00 am -

5:00 pm

General Motors Conference Center
Brainstorm Session 1:
Overview -

Ray Watson

Film of Walt Disney's vision for WDW
Overview of existing conditions,
constraints and opportunities - Chuck Cobb
Guests' comments on outlook to the
year 2015 (10 minutes each)
Discussion
WORKING LUNCH
Discussion - "What we would do at
Walt Disney World!"
5:00 pm -

5:30 pm

Limousine service from General Motors
Conference Center to Contemporary
Resort Hotel

6:45 pm -

8:00 pm

Kingdom Queen Cruise Boat
(Contemporary Resort Hotel Dock)
Cocktail Reception

8:00 pm- 10:00 pm

10:05 pm -

10:15 pm

Contemporary Resort Hotel
(Rocky Mountains Room)
Dinner
Electrical Water Pageant
(Viewed from Rocky Mountains Room
Observation Deck)

Friay, March 29
Before 8:00 am
8:15 am -

8:30 am

Breakfast at leisure
Limousine service from Contemporary
Resort Hotel to General Motors
Conference Center

'·.'.-.'
- ... _.

Friday, March 29 (cont.)
9:00 am -

5:00 pm

General Motors Conference Center
Brainstorm Session 2:
Overview - Ray Watson
Reflections on guests' ideas for
WDW - Chuck Cobb
Presentation of Walt Disney World
Master Plan - Kalvin Platt/Pete Walker
Proposed real estate products, marketing
and development strategies, Orlando area
impact, attendance at gated attractions,
and build-out value - Chuck Cobb
WORKING LUNCH
Discussion - "What we would do at
Walt Disney World II!"
Brainstorming wrap up - Ray Watson
Closing Comments - Frank Wells/Michael
Eisner
Adjourn

After 5:00 pm

Limousine service available from
General Motors Conference Center

*****
NOTES:

Casual attire for daytime sessions; jackets and ties
for evening functions

Walt Disney World contact:
Disney Development Company contact:
After 5:00 pm contact:

Gay Keck
Barbara Sullivan
Message Center

828-3280
827-1950
824-1000

ATTENDEES

MODERATOR

Raymond L. Watson, Chairman of the Executive
Committee, Walt Disney Productions

PARTICIPANTS -

Michael Graves,

Architect

Madelyn Hochstein, Senior Vice President,
Yankelovich, Skelly and White, Inc.
Carl N. Hodges, Director,
University of Arizona Environmental
Research Laboratory
Robert W. Lucky, Executive Director,
Research, Communications
AT&T Bell Laboratories
John Naisbitt,
Thomas 0.

The Naisbitt Group

Paine,

Harrison A.

Thomas Paine Associates

Price,

Harrison A.

Price Co.

James. W. Rouse, Chairman,
The Enterprise Development Co.

( ·.'

Jacquelin T. Robertson, Dean,
School of Architecture
University of Virginia
OBSERVERS

Richard S. Benz, Vice President,
Disney Development Company
Carl Bongirno, President,
WED Creative Development
Wing T. Chao, Vice President,
Disney Development Company
Charles E. Cobb, Jr.,
Arvida/Disney

Chairman,

Roy E. Disney, Vice Chairman,
Walt Disney Productions
Michael D. Eisner, Chairman and
Chief Executive Officer, Walt Disney
Productions

(

'

.

OBSERVERS

Roger E. Hall, President,Disney Development Company
Richard A. Nunis, President,
Walt ITisney World/Disneyland
- Robert M. Rhodes, Vice President and
General Counsel, Arvida/Disney
Martin A. Sklar, Executive Vice President,
WED Creative Development
Frank G. Wells, President and Chief Operating
Officer, Walt Disney Productions
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WALT DISNEY WORLD IN BRIEF
STATISTICS:

Located at Lake Buena Vista, Fla., 20 miles southwest of
Orlando off Interstate 4 and U.S. 192 on a 28,000-acre
site planned as the Experimental Prototype Community of
Tomorrow (EPCOT). Opened Oct. 1, 1971. All areas open
daily year-round.
Attendance 22.7 million in 1983; 180 million Magic Kingdom
guests since 1971. Record day, 125,011, Dec. 28, 1983.
Investment $1.775 billion, through first year of Epcot
Center operations.

EWLOYMENT:
7.--

EPCOT CENTER:

19,000 permanent employees.

.,
A permanent international showplace covering 260 acres.
Opened Oct. 1, 1982.

FUTURE WORLD - Theme areas focusing on discovery and
sc1ent1f1c achievements. Major attractions: Spaceship
Earth (AT&T), Universe of Energy (Exxon), World of Motion
(General Motors), Journey Into Imagination (Kodak), The
Land (Kraft), Computer Central (Sperry), Horizons (General
Electric), Living Seas (United Technologies) to open Jan.
1986.
WORLD SHOWCASE - ten nations surrounding the World
Showcase Lagoon: Canada, the United Kingdom, France,
Japan, American Adventure, Italy, Germany, China, Mexico
and Morocco.
VACATION
KINGDOM:

2,500 acres, lakes, resort hotels, entertainment areas.
MAGIC KINGDOM - 45 major adventures on 100 acre site. Six
lands w1th attractions, restaurants and shops based on
favorite Disney themes of yesterday, tomorrow and
fantasy: Adventureland, Liberty Square, Frontierland,
Main Street, U.S.A., Fantasyland and Tomorrowland.
-more-
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VACATION
KINGDOM:

THEME RESORTS - Contemporary Resort Hotel, 1050 rooms;
Polynesian Village, 644 rooms, 219 new rooms under
construction; Golf Resort, 151 rooms, 136 rooms under
construction; Fort Wilderness Campground, 825 sites and
Group Camping area.
FACILITIES - Major convention rooms, restaurants, shops,
nightclubs, entertainment lounges, two championship golf
courses, tennis courts, horseback riding, pools and lakes
for swimming, boating, water skiing, River Country water
thrills, Discovery Island tropical gardens and wildlife
sanctuary.

LAKE BUENA VISTA
RESORT COMMUNITY:

WALT DISNEY WORLD VILLAGE - 30 shops, 10 restaurants,
Empress Lllly Riverboat, Village Jazz Lounge.
BUENA VISTA CLUB- Tennis, dining and golf.
VILLAS AND TREEHOUSES - 400 family units, with 180 under
constructlon.
HOTEL PLAZA - 3,270 rooms in Howard Johnson's Resort
Hotel, Viscount Hotel, Americana Dutch Resort; Hotel Royal
Plaza, Buena Vista Palace, The Hilton.
VILLAGE OFFICE PLAZA - 100,000 square feet of office space
fronting on I-4.

(

CONFERENCE CENTER - for groups of 10-250 persons.
TRANSPORTATION:

Monorail trains, ferryboats, launches and shuttle service
between all areas.
-30-
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MAGIC KINGDOM AND EPCOT CENTER DOMINATE
WALT DISNEY WORLD RESORT FACILITIES

LAKE BUENA VISTA,
tainment

center,

destination

Fla. -- More than a world famous enter-

Walt

resort

Disney

located

on

World

a

28,000

is

a

acre

complete

site

near

family
Orlando,

Florida.

(

Opened in 1971,

it

includes

the famed Magic Kingdom

theme

·.

park,

the

Vacation

campgrounds
shopping

and

area

Kingdom

with

recreational

and

hotel

its

three

Walt

facili~ies,

plaza

and,

now,

outstanding

Epcot

Disney
Center's

hotels,
Village
Future

World and World Showcase.
From

the

beginning

of

World has carried forward

construction

Walt Disney's

Prototype Community of Tomorrow
of

master

planning,

(EPCOT)

construction,

in

1969,

Walt

Disney

plan for an Experimental
using innovative systems

operation,

transportation and

communications to create a new kind of community.
EPCOT 'S
people
and

who

ever-changing

"live"

campgrounds. ·

enjoyment,

safety

on

the
Its

and

population
property

prototype

convenience

is

each

the

night

systems
of

its

15,000
in

to

20,000

hotels,

villas

contribute

visitors.

to

the

Since

1971

Walt Disney world has hosted well over 160-million guests.
-more-

-2-

Now,

with Epcot Center

(opened in 1982),

these innovative

and future looking systems have a focal point, an entertainment
area with an additional

purpose

to inform,

educate and inspire

providing a better understanding of the world past,

present and

future.
Walt Disney World is open every day of the year.

Operating

hours of the mafor entertainment areas vary according to . season.
Followtng is a summary of major features:
MAGIC KINGDOM
Patterned after Disneyland and covering 100 acres, the theme
park

offers

45

major

adventures

Caribbean,

Haunted

Mansion,

Mountain.

Mickey Mouse

including

It's

and

a

Pirates

Small

World

of

and

the
Space

many .o ther Disney characters plus

bands and singing groups perform in daily parades and along the
streets

and

sidewalks

throughout

the

Magic

Kingdom.

Special

holiday festivals and events are held throughout the year.
VACATION KINGDOM
Covering 2,500 acres,
area

includes

the

Magic

Polynesian

Village

Campground,

Discovery

beaches,

lakes

and

Hotel,

facilities.

Kingdom,
Golf

Island,

other

hotels contain 1,800 guest
banquet

this premier entertainment and resort

All

Contemporary

Resort

River

Ft.

Hotel,

Wilderness

Country plus golf courses,

recreational
room~

Hotel,

Resort

facilities.

The

three

plus outstanding conference and

are joined by a network of monorail,

boat and bus systems.
-more-

(
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EPCOT CENTER
The

newest

tainment,

a

spectacular

260-acre

opens a new era in

showplace

of

future

Disney

enter-

technologies

and

imagination plus the culture, crafts and natural wonders of many
nations.

Its

major

Spaceship Earth,
Land

and

attractions

Universe

of

Energy,

World of Motion, Journey Into Imagination, The

Horizons

representing

include

Canada,

plus
The

nine

United

international

Kingdom; .- France,

showcases

Japan, · Italy,

Germany, China and Mexico plus the inspiring American Adventure.
It

is

located

linked

by

three

monorail

miles
and

south

surface

of

the

Magic

transportation

Kingdom
to

and

the

is

hotel,

recreation and other entertainment areas.

WALT DISNEY WORLD VILLAGE AND . HOTEL PLAZA
This outstanding dining,

enter-tainment and shopping area

located at Lake Buena Vista includes six major hotels, the Hotel
Royal

Plaza,

Americana

Dutch

Resort,

Howard

Johnson's

Resort

Hotel, Viscount Hotel {formerly Travelodge Tower), Buena Vista
Palace, and the Hilton.

The hotels contain more than 3,270 rooms

and are designated "Official Walt Disney World Hotels."
The shopping village includes 30 shops and restaurants
ranging from the Pottery Chalet and Port of Entry imports to
a gourmet grocery and fashion boutiques.

Among the Village's

fine restaurants are those aboard the Empress Lilly Riverboat.
Regular free shuttlebus connects -this area to other parts of
Walt Disney World.
-more-
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VACATION VILLAS
Three types of one and two-bedroom villas are located near
the

Walt

Disney

World

Villas and Tree houses.

Village

including

Townhouses,

Fairway

Each of

the 300 units has housekeeping

services and a fully equipped kitchen.
LAKE .BUENA VISTA CLUB
Open to the public,

it offers an 18-hole c:.hampionship golf

course, marina, swimming pool,

tennis courts, meeting room and a

fine dining room.
f "

WALT DISNEY WORLD CONFERENCE CENTER
~

Me e t in g rooms and b an que t

fa c i~.i ties f o r

u p to 2 5 0 g u e s t s

are included along with 155 Club Lake Villas designed to accommodate the needs of meeting groups.
RIVER COUNTRY
Located at Fort Wilderness, this old fashioned swimmin' hole
offers water slides,

White Water Rapids,

a nature trail, heated

swimming pool and broad beaches.
DISCOVERY ISLAND
In the center of Bay Lake,

this tropical paradise features

exotic birds and animals,

colorful flowers and peaceful walking

trails

giant

passing

through

a

aviary

island.
-more-

and

around

the

11-acre
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RESERVATIONS
All the hotels and campgrounds at Walt Disney World can be
booked

through

Vista,

FL 32830.

Walt

Disney

hotels

in

Central

P.O.

Box

78,

Buena

Lake

Other special package vacations utilizing the

World

the

Reservations,

Village

surrounding

Hotel
-

area

Plaza

are

Disney Travel Co., P.O. Box 40, Lake

and

available
~uena

other

outstanding

through

the Walt

Vista, FL 32830.

TICKETS
One-day tickets are available for either the Magic Kingdom,
Epcot

Center

or

River

Country.

Special

three-day

passports,

which give admission to both Epcot Center and the Magic Kingdom,
I "

are

the most popular ticket media since at least three days is

required to see both parks.

Four and five day passports are also

available.
Wa 1 t
southwest

Dis n e_y Wor 1 d is 1 ocate d off Interstate 4 at U. S . 1 9 2
of

Orlando

and

can

be

reached

by · frequent

American

Sightseeing bus service from Orlando International Airport which
has regular flights

to all major U.S. cities on Eastern Airlines

and ten other carriers.

Orlando is also served by Greyhound Bus

Lines and Amtrak.
Assistance
obtained from

and

information

at

Walt

Disney

World

can

be

the Guest Services desks of the resort hotels,

at

City Hall within the Magic Kingdom, at Earth Station within Epcot
Center or Guest Relations at 824-4500.
be obtained from

Advance information can

Guest Relations Department, Walt Disney World,

P.O. Box 40, Lake Buena Vista, FL 32830.
-30-
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WALT DISNEY WORLD MASTER PLAN
Briefing Paper
PHYSICAL - ENVIRONMENTAL

I.

POTENTIAL DEVELOPABLE LAND IS APPROXIMATELY 18,000 ACRES.
Of the approximate 28,000 acres of land at Walt Disney World, 7200 acres
are allocated to conservation, 2,800 acres are developed, and 18,000
additional acres are potentially developable. A comprehensive study of land
elevation, soils, depth-to-water table, vegetation and drainage defined the
development areas into two categories. The first is approximately I0,000
acres that are developable with the least constraints. The secondary

~ ..

category is approximately 8,000 acres including water areas, heavily
vegetated or lower areas.
2.

THE OVERALL SIZE OF WALT DISNEY WORLD IS OF REGIONAL SCALE.
The property is II miles north to south and up to 7 miles east to west. The
property includes portions of two counties; Orange and Osceola, comprises
two (2) cities; Lake Buena Vista and Bay Lake, and encompases the Reedy
Creek Improvement District, and four major transportation routes. 1-4, US
192, EPCOT Center Drive -International Drive and World Drive. This scale
requires regional planning considerations, both externally and internally to
the site.

3.

MULTIPLE USE OF REQUIRED WATER MANAGEMENT AREAS IS
DESIRABLE. To develop lands at Walt Disney World, up to I500 additional
acres of water areas are required for detention, flood control, water
management and as a source of fill for building areas. The multiple use of

;sa lito
Laguna Beach
Houston
Dallas
Boston
Florida
2~00

Bridgeway Boulevard
Sausalito, CA 94965
415 332-5100

Douglas S. Way
John Weed
Susan Whitin
John Wong

(,
\.','.•.:

these water areas for aesthetic and thematic purposes is desirable. The
conservation area; dikes, lands, waterbodies and acquifer are all part of the
water management system of the Reedy Creek Improvement District.
4.

SEWERAGE CAPACITY FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT REQUIRES
INNOVATIVE APPROACHES TO EFFLUENT DISPOSAL. An important
factor for further development is the ability to dispose of effluent and
sludge. Alternatives under consideration by the Reedy Creek Improvement
District for expanded capacity beyond 9.0 mgd are land disposal on site in
landscaped areas and golf courses, disposal to wetlands, water bodies,
percolation ponds, or off-site land disposal to agricultural purposes. Some
alternatives require large land areas and higher level of treatment.

5.

OTHER UTILITIES AND SERVICES HAVE EXPANSION CAPABILITIES WITH
NO CONSTRAINTS. Water, electricity, gas, flood control, communication
and solid waste disposal utilities are predicted to have expansion capabilities
with no severe constraints. Fire and other public services are available for
expansion.

6.

THE REGIONAL HIGHWAY NETWORK WILL REQUIRE MAJOR
IMPROVEMENTS FOR FULL DEVELOPMENT. Improvement to existing
interchanges and the addition of two new interchanges on 1-4 will be
desirable for future development. Current peak loadings require
management of access to the entertainment attractions splitting impact to
multiple interchanges.

7.

TRANSPORTATION CONFLICTS BETWEEN ENTERTAINMENT
ATTRACTIONS AND EMPLOYMENT LAND USES ARE POTENTIAL AT
A.M. HOURS. These peaks can be spread by having more interchanges along
1-4. Also, significant growth of on-site accommodations will change peak

The SWA Group
2200 Bridgeway Boulevard
Sausalito, CA 94965
415-332-5100

·:·,-1. .

hour characteristics as a higher proportion of attendees to the entertainment
attractions become on-site transportation factors. As the number of visitors
on-site become larger, night time patterns will change and internal
transportation will have more demands placed upon these facilities.
8.

CURRENT ON-SITE TRANSPORTATION IS MULTI-MODAL. Movement to
receiving parking areas is by automobile and bus. Movement from on-site
accommodations is via Monorail and bus with some water transportation.
Movement between attractions and within the resort is via monorail, water
transportation, trams and buses. This multi-modal system can be expanded
and offers opportunities for transportation management for future
development.

9.

CURRENT ON-SITE TRANSPORTATION HAS LIMITED EXPANSION
CAPABILITIES. The monorail around the Seven Seas Lagoon can have one
more stop at the future Grand Floridian Hotel site. The EPCOT beam can
support two additional stops. Bus, water and tram systems can be
expanded. Any magnitude increase will require a new monorail beam, new
waterways suitable for water transport or increased allocation of roadways
to bus and tram priority, new bus/tram only facilities or new roadway
construction.

10.

WORLD DRIVE IS A SEVEN MILE SPINE ROAD ENTIRELY WITHIN WOW
PROPERTY. This unique facility can be extended south past its current end
at highway 192 to 1-4. It then will continuously serve WOW uses from 1-4 to
the Magic Kingdom. World Drive, along with EPCOT Center Drive and to a
lesser extent Hotel Plaza-Buena Vista Drive, are the major entries to WOW.

The SWA Group
2200 Bridgeway Boulevard
Sausalito, CA 94965
41!1-332-5100
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II.

ADJACENT LANDS HAVE SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS AND
SIGNIFICANT POTENTIALS. Northeast of WOW is the Grand Cypress Hotel
and Resort and other potential commercial developments. East on
International Drive is the Marriott Resort and other potential resort
properties connecting to the International Drive Hotel area. Residential
development exists and is planned east of 1-4. East and west on 192 are
motel areas. West of the property are agricultural areas with potential
residential or commercial uses.

12.

CURRENT RECREATION USES SUPPORTING THE ATTRACTIONS
REQUIRE MORE VISIBILITY AND ADDITIONAL FACILITIES TO
ENCOURAGE LONGER STAY ON THE PROPERTY. Water sports and
beaches are popular and can be expanded. Golf, tennis, horseback riding,
camping, hiking and special group related activities have additional potential

(. -:

at WOW.
13.

CLIMATIC CONDITIONS ARE WARM SUMMERS AND MILD WINTERS AT
WOW. The average summer temperature is 81.8 degrees F. and the summer
is long, warm and humid. Winter is mild with short cold spells and the
average temperature is 62.8 degrees F. Rainfall averages 53 inches with
approximately half occuring in the summer, with frequent thunderstorms.

Kalvin Platt
The SWA Group
March 14, 1985

(

.

The SWA Group
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WALT DISNEY WORLD MASTER PLAN
_
Briefing Paper
MARKETPLACE/ECONOMY: Florida and Orlando, 1985-2005

1.0 FLORIDA IS ONE OF THE FASTEST GROWING STATES IN THE NATION
Florida's current population is 11,030,000, and the state
ranks sixth in the nation behind Californ1a, New York, Texas,
Pennsylvania and Illinois. Over the next few years Florida
will surpass Pennsylvania and Illinois to become the fourth
most populous state in the u.s.

(·

Florida has experienced very rapid population growth since the
1950s when air conditioning became widely available.
Between
1980 and 1984 the state's population jumped by 1,284,000 for
an annual growth rate of 3.1 percent.
Florida's population
growth rate was the fastest of all the states with population
in excess of 2 million and ranked fourth behind Alaska, Utah
and Nevada.
While the influx of over 120,000 Cuban refugees in 1980 did
distort the trend line some, Florida would have grown strongly
anyway.
Furthermore, the planned relaxation of immigration
rules with Cuba will give rise to further rapid
increases in
Florida's Cuban population in the very near future.

2.0 FACTORS AFFECTING FLORIDA'S GROWTH
Florida's warm climate and abundant natural amenities are
major factors affecting growth.
In addition, the state has a
relatively low cost structure which encourages
business
development.
However, the state is not centrally located in
the u.s., and products with high bulk/value ratios are
typically not produced here.
Instead, the State's economy is dominated by service {23%) and
trade {26%) employment to a far greater extent than 1n the
u.s. Manufacturing is less important on a relative basis
accounting for 12 percent of employment.
This composition
reflects the dominant position of
."population
serving"
business in an economy where tourism and retirement activities
are important.
However,

manufacturing, __e_s~p_e_c__
i_a_l_l.Y____d__
e_f_e_n_s_e_____r_e_l_a_t_e_d_____a_n__
d
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electronics, are becoming increasingly important and growing
rapidly.
Florida ranks fourth amon~ the states in prime
defense contracts and in the top ten 1n production of computer
equipment and software. Unlike the nation, manufacturing 1s
maintaining its relat1ve position in Florida. Since Florida's
growing
manufacturing
firms
tend
to
be
in
the
defense/electronics area, they are less subject to business
cycle fluctuations than other manufacturing firms.
The result
is that they tend to stabilize Florida's economy during
business cycles.
In 1983 Florida's leading employers were
(in rank order):
Southern Bell, Publix Super Markets, Winn-Dixie Stores, Sears
Roebuck, Walt Disney, Eastern Airlines, K-Mart, Florida Power
and Light, Federated Department Stores, General Telephone,
Martin-Marietta,
IBM, Harris, J.C. Penney, Pan
American
Airways, United Technologies, Pantry Pride, UPS, Jack Eckerd,
Albertson, Maas Brothers, F.W. Woolworth, Honeywell, 7-Eleven
Stores, Motorola, General Electric, and Florida Power.

(

·.

reasons (more job opportunities) and (2) people
move to Florida to retire.

65

and

over

The origins of Florida's migrants are quite concentrated.
Between 1975 and 1980 over half of Florida's migrants came
from ten states (in rank order): New York, Ohio, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania,
Illinois, Michigan, Georgia,
Massachusetts,
California and Virginia.
Foreigners, especially Cubans and
other Latins, are another major source of population growth.

3.0 FLORIDA WILL CONTINUE TO GROW STRONGLY THROUGH 2005

3.

oOZo

By 2005 Florida's population will be
16.5
million, for an avera e annual rowth of
ear.
During business eye e ooms, sue as 1983-85 popu at1on growth
will soar above 350,000 per year, while in recessions, like
1981-82 population growth will slow to 200,000 per year.
Demographic and economic forces support this projection.
First, the Census Bureau projects that over the upcoming 20
years the fastest growing age groups in the u.s. will be
people 25-to-44 and people 65 and over.
With the potential

2._..J 4
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pool of migrants in the sending states growing even
rapidly than in the 1970s, strong continuing growth is
likely.

more
most

Second, the economic restructuring which is going on in the
u.s. supports coptinued rapid population growth in Florida.
Jobs are not being generated as rapidly in the industrial
midwest and northeast as before, and labor is being released.
By contrast, Florida has and will continue to generate rapid
growth in jobs.
Florida's defense/electronics firms are
expanding and their prospects are bright, as are the prospects
in the population serving industries which comprise trade and
services-- Florida's largest employers.
Third, Florida's relatively attractive cost structure will
remain in place.
Florida is unlikely to ever have a personal
income tax or relatively high taxes in total.
In addition,
housing and other costs are relatively low and are likely to
stay that way.

4.0 ORLANDO IS ONE OF THE STRONGEST GROWING METROPOLITAN REGIONS
IN FLORIDA AND THE U.S.
With a population of 826,000 the Orlando MSA (Orange, osceola
and Seminole Counties) is Florida's fourth most populous MSA.
Only Tampa-St. Pe.t ersburg (1.8 million), Miam1 (1.8 m1llion),
and Ft. Lauderdale (1.1 million) have more people.
The Orlando MSA has grown very rapidly since the early 1970s
when Walt Disner World opened.
Between 1970 and
1980
orlando's populat1on grew at a 4.4 percent annual rate, or by
24,670 per year on average. More recently, between 1980 and
1984, Orlando's growth has accelerated to an annual average of
31,650. This compared very favorably to other Florida MSA 1 s,
and orlando ranked second only to the Tampa-St. Petersburg
Not onl
is Orlando one of the fastest rowin MSAs in
a, 1t a so ranks as the f1fteenth fastest grow1ng MSA in
the nat1on in terms of total population gain between 1980 and
1983.
The Orlando economy has an outstanding record in job creation,
which is the foundation for
its growth.
Over the 1980-84
per1od,
wh1ch
included
a
severe
recession,
total
nona ricultural emplo ent rew at a 7.4
ercent rate w1th
over 29,900 new Jobs per year created.
In terms of the tota
increase in jobs, Orlando ranked second in Florida behind
Tampa-st. Petersburg and fifth in the u.s.

nage
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5.0 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ORLANDO ECONOMY
Orlando's demographic mix is quite different from south
Florida or the s~ate as a whole.
In Orlando only 10.9 percent
of the population is 65 or over compared to 15.7 percent in
Miami, 22.0 percent in Ft. Lauderdale, 23.3 percent in West
Palm Beach, or 17.3 percent in Florida.
The proportion of
people 65 and over 1s increasing both in Orlando and
in
Florida.
However, the elderly component is expanding more
rapidly in Florida than in Orlando.
The demographic composition of those moving to Orlando is also
quite different from Florida in general. A net increase of
more than 1 million people moved to Florida between 1975 and
1980. Of these 42.8 percent were 55 or over. These migrants
came to Florida for retirement. The data for Orlando over
this same period are very different.
Only 23.3 percent of
Orlando's net mi rants were 55 or over. Orlando has
et to
ecome a rna or ret1rement center, and most
eo le who move
here do so because o greater econom1c opportun1t1es.

(

·.
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Orlando's economic mix also differs significantly from the
u.s. and Florida.
Orlando's economy is dominated by the
tourism industry, provision of business and population related
services
to
the
central
Florida
region,
and
defense/electronics manufacturing.
Trade and service sector
em lo ent is much more im ortant in Orlando, account1n
28.2
ercent and 24.3 ercent o total em lo ent, than in elther
the u.s.
or Flor1 a.
Or ando's manu acturing
industries
account for 12.2 percent of total employment,
about average
for Florida.
walt Disne
World is Orlando's lar est em lo er
(19,000)
ollowed by the u.s. Nava Tra1ning Center
(16,450), Orange
County Schools (11,479), Martin Marietta
(9,200), Seminole
County Schools (4,319), Florida Hospital (4,060), u.s.
Postal
Service (3,900), Orange County Government
(3,500), Orlando
Medical Center (3,241) and AT&T Information Systems (3,000).

Page
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6. 0 FACTORS AFFECTING ORLANDO'S FUTURE GROWTH

Beyond Orlando's climatic and other natural amenities,
the
area is centrally located in Florida and has
a
transportation system.
The airport is new and has excel ent
connections to major cities throughout the nation.
In
addition, the area is served by I-4, The Florida Turnpike, and
the Bee Line Expressway which connect Orlando to Florida's
major urban areas.
Furthermore, Orlando has a relatively low
cost structure com ared to other ma'or Florida MSAs both for
costs.
F1na ly,
the Unlversity of
in Orlando.

toed

Orlando's growth is driven by job creation,
in contrast to
other areas of Florida where retirement activities are more
important.
The prospects for Orlando's major industries
(tourism, erovision of business and
0 ulation
related
services
1n
central
F or1da,
and
e ense e ectron1cs
manufacturing) are the lynch pins for continued ~rowth.
The long term prospects for each of these 1ndustries in
Orlando is excellent.
F1rst, Disney continues to update and
expand Walt Disney World.
The development of convention and
group travel business is a major added plus.
Second,
Orlando's service region in central Florida will continue to
grow strongly. To the east,
the economies of Volusia and
Brevard Counties are doing extremely well based on strength in
manufacturing, tourism and retirement. To the west and south
Polk and Highlands Counties are very attractive to retirees,
and to the north Marion County is booming on its base of
manufacturing
and
retirement.
Finally,
Orlando's
defense/electronics industry is doing very well.
Martin
Marietta has just completed a major expansion, AT&T has added
a major semiconductor plant and the new Central Florida
Research Park is leasing space rapidly.
The location of infrastructure (roads, water, and waste water
s stems) and
ro'ects will have a substantial
1nf uence on
attern o
develo ment w1th1n the
Or ando MSA.
The open1ng o I-4 coupled w1th abundant water
and waste water capacity stimulated growth in the northern
quadrant of the MSA, largely in Seminole County.
However,
lately the
infrastructure
in
the
north
is
becoming
increasingly congested. The newest infrastructure exists and
is planned for the eastern part of the county. This area is
likely to be the next focus of development pressure over the
upcoming 10 years, even as all areas of the MSA grow.
There
after the focus of growth will be to the southwest, as
infrastructure is developed here to serve the large number of
permitted projects which are coming on stream in the area.
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7.0 BASELINE FORECAST FOR THE ORLANDO MSA 1985-2005
The baseline forecast assumes that there will
develo ment of the Walt Disney World holdings

further

development. As noted above, the prospects for
excellent over the forecast horizon. _B~¥~~2-0~0~5----~~---------population is projected to jump to 1,247,200.
average
annual growth rate will decelerate to 21,060 over
period
-- the supercharged growth of the early 1980's can not be
maintained without further developments at Walt Disney World,
or unless another major employer locates in the area.
Even
so, Orlando will grow strongly through 2005 without the
addition of another major employer of Disney's size.
The
figure below on the left illustrates the baseline forecast.
Orlando is a job driven market and emeloyment will almost
double during the forecast period ris1ng from 391,465 to
626,065. Gains in trade, services and manufacturing will be
prominent.
The figure below on the right illustrates the spatial pattern
of the forecast.
Since the central region is already densely
settled, it is forecast to grow more slowly than the other
regions.
Employment gains will be strongest in the central
and north-northeastern regions.
The north-northeastern and
south-southeastern areas will experience the largest increases
in population.
Orlando MSA

Orlando MSA
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WALT DISNEY WORLD MASTER PLAN
Briefing Paper
MARKETPLACE/ECONOMY: OVERNIGHT ACCOMMODATIONS

(

.

Laventhol & Horwath (L&H) was engaged to evaluate the
overnight accommodations component of the Walt Disney
World (WDW) Master Plan concept. This process consisted
of reviewing the internal study conducted by WOW Finance
(the Disney Study) and L&H's Analysis of Convention and
Group Business Potential for the Orlando/WOW Market Area
(the L&H Report). The findings and conclusions of this
briefing paper are based on our assessment of logic, data
and methodologies employed in those studies; correlations
between the two studies; and, integration/augmentation of
the study findings as they relate to the Master Plan concept. The conclusions of our analysis are presented on
an "order of magnitude" bas is and are subject to the
materialization of certain stipulated assumptions and
scenarios.
1. A SIGNIFICANT AMOUNT OF CAPTURABLE DEMAND SEEMS TO
EXIST WITHIN THE AGGREGATE ORLANDO MARKET FOR ACCOMMODATIONS WITHIN WOW IN THE $80 TO $100+ PRICE RANGE.
·Based on Disney market . surveys, an additional 2,000
to 2,500 rooms are potentially supportable today onproperty in this price range.
• The most important factors to the historic success
of on-property hotels (i.e., both Disney hotels and
Hotel Plaza properties) have been the excellent
transportation system and proximity to the theme
parks.
·Historic demand for Disney hotels (e.g., historically
averaging 95-98 percent occupancy) has tended to be
relatively inelastic which reinforces the importance
of direct access to the monorail system and perception of being a "Disney" hotel. This relatively inelastic demand supports WOW's ability to be the
price-setter in the market •

A rnc.mber ofHorwa ·

. ·ath International with affiliated offices w~rldwide
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1 . (continued)
(.

• Disney hotels have h i storically performed at exceptionally high levels without an aggressive direct
marketing program, and Hotel Plaza properties have
consistently out-performed the Orlando area market.
• The amount of unaccommodated demand (i.e., "unables")
recorded in the Central Reservation Office (CRO) is
further evidence of the strong appeal of the Disney
hotels and absence of price resistance within a reasonable range.

2. WOW CAN SUPPORT A SUBSTANTIAL INCREASE IN ITS OVERNIGHT ACCOMMODATIONS BY INCREASING ITS MARKET SHARE
AND/OR BY INFLUENCING AGGREGATE DEMAND IN BOTH THE
ATTRACTION RELATED AND CONVENTION/GROUP DEMAND SEGMENTS.
• The Disney study indicates that (under reasonably
achievable annual growth assumptions and moderate
increases in market share) 7,100 to 10,400 additional
hotel accommodations (including the monorail increment) would be supportable at 80 percent occupancy
by 1994.
- The projected
L&H estimates.
(

growth

rates

are

consistent

with

.

WOW's ability to increase its market share 9 percentage points in attraction related demand and
5 percentage points in convention/group demand
appears reasonable based on Disney's market surveys and assuming more aggressive direct marketing
programs.
- Room-night demand can be increased significantly
by increasing the guest's length of stay in the
area without increasing
the number
of guests
(e.g., if the length of stay in an area hotel is
increased from 4 to 5 days, it would result in a
25 percent increase in room-night demand). Therefore, increasing the length of stay should be a
primary message in direct marketing campaigns.
• Using the projected supply and demand for 1995 in
"Scenario C" of the L&H report and applying the
Disney study assumptions of increased market share
in attraction related and convention/group demand

(

.

-3-

2. (continued)

(~·

8,300 additional on-property rooms would be supportable at an overall 80 percent occupancy level from
these two demand sources. This correlation is -consistent with the Disney study's finding of 7, 1 00
to 10,400 additional accommodations.

..

:-.~. ·:.:··

- "Scenario C" of the L&H report reflects attraction
relate~ growth at levels similar to Disney estimates. It assumes that aggregate convention/group
demand could grow significantly only if the Orlando
area achieved its potential.
- WOW has the resources to influence Orlando's ability to achieve its potential in the convention/
group meeting market. Similar to Anaheim and Las
Vegas, the Orlando area is a major tourist destination; therefore, it should be able to exceed
its potential, thereby supporting even more rooms
for the Orlando area as well as on-property. Consequently, a key consideration would be WOW's
adoption of a strategy to alleviate the factors
outlined in the L&H report which currently inhibit
Orlando's abi 1 i ty to penetrate more successfully
the national and regional convention/group meeting
market.
(.

·.

• In summary, both the Disney study and L&H report
support the premise that 7,100 to 10,400 additional
on-property accommodations can be supported from
the attraction related and convention/group demand
segments at an overall 80 percent occupancy level
by 1995. For this to occur, WDW would have to successfully increase its market share, but also use its
resources to influence/assist the Orlando area in
achieving or exceeding its potential in the convention/group meeting market.

.

3.

PROPOSED WOW MASTER PLAN CONCEPT WOULD PROVIDE NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR SUBSTANTIALLY INCREASING
AND ACCOMMODATING THE DEMAND FROM COMMERCIAL/OTHER
SOURCES.

~HE

The proposed Master Plan provides for the expansion
of the EPCOT concept by introducing a large-scale,
state-of-the-art research and business park with
supporting residential communities.
The proposed
premise is that 18 million square feet of corporate
headquarters/office/business park/industrial
space
would be developed. The amount of space developed
by 1995 would be approximately 7. 5 million square
feet.

-43. (continued)

---

• Based on L&H experience in commercially-oriented
markets, the amount of daily commercial room-night
demand ranges from 1.7 to 3.5 room nights per 10,000
square feet of occupied office space depending on
the type of tenant. The types of tenants that would
be in the research and business park would probably
generate a factor of 2. 5 to 3. 0 commercial room
nights per 10,000 square feet of occupied space.
• Assuming the 7.5 million square feet of space is
developed and occupied by 199 5, the amount of potential commercial demand that would be generated
would be 1,875 to 2,250 room nights per day. Dividing this demand by .8 yields approximately 2,300 to
2,800 overnight accommodations supportable at 80
percent occupancy in 1995.
• Commercially-oriented hotels generally fill-up on
weekdays (Monday
Thursday)
and experience low
occupancies on weekends (Friday- Sunday). However,
the research and business park's location within
the "world's greatest entertainment resort" would
facilitate weekend business for the hotels in this
location. Therefore, the ability to achieve 80 percent occupancy levels appears possible.
4~

THE TIMING/PHASING OF THE VARIOUS OVERNIGHT ACCOMMODATION PRODUCTS IS A VERY IMPORTANT FACTOR TO BOTH
THE OVERALL SUPPORTABILITY OF ADDITIONAL ON-PROPERTY
ACCOMMODATIONS AND TO THE POTENTIAL IMPACT ON THE
ORLANDO LODGING MARKET.

• In the near-term (i.e., five years), the aggregate
Orlando area occupancies are expected to decline
to near 60 percent due to the overbuilding of the
area's rooms inventory. Unless demand increases beyond 1ts proJected leveis (e.g., by Orlando achieving its convention/group meeting potential and/or
by increasing the length of stay in the area), the
community would not be receptive to, or supportive
of, WOW's plans to add "perceived" competitive lodging units during this timeframe. Therefore, the introduction of moderately
priced
accommodations
(i.e., motel plaza and campground/bungalow units)
should be dl~rred until the overall market recovers
I ' in 1990. ~

~~

4. (continued)
• Higher priced lodging products such as Disney hotels
and Hotel Plaza properties could be developed during
this timeframe because
their pricing
structure
would not appear to be a threat to the preponderance of budget and moderate hotels that comprise
the off-property market. In addition, these types of
first-class hotels generally create much of their
own demand through the convention/group market, and
this dema-nd would not be diverted from the "rank
and file" hotels in the Orlando area •
• WOW COULD REASONABLY SUPPORT THE ADDITION OF 9,400
TO 13,200 OVERNIGHT ACCOMMODATIONS BY 1995 AT AN
OVERALL 80 PERCENT OCCUPANCY LEVEL AS FOLLOWS:
Demand Segment
Attraction related
Convention/group meeting
Commercial/other
Total

I .

Supportable Rooms
4,300 2,800 2,300 -

6,000
4,400
2,800

9,400 - 13,200

• The above estimate is for a ten-year period; however,
if Orlando achieves or exceeds its potential in the
convention/group meeting market and if the research
and business park is developed as proposed, it is
reasonable to expect the absorption pace to continue
at a similar rate of 1,000 to 1,500 units per year
over the next 25 to 30 years. The pace could be accelerated as the synergistic effects of the Master
Plan concept begin to take hold.
6. WOW CAN SUPPORT THE INCREMENTAL ADDITION OF 1,000 TO
1,500 OVERNIGHT ACCOMMODATIONS PER YEAR ON-PROPERTY
OVER THE NEXT 25 TO 30 YEARS WHILE MAINTAINING AN
OVERALL SO PERCENT OCCUPANCY LEVEL.

Authors: Larry Cleek and Chuck Ross
Date:
March 12, 1985
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MARKETPLACE/ECONOMY: Timeshare

DEFINITION:

Timeshare is the exclusive right to use accommodations for a

specified period of time, either through an ownership interest in the real
property or through a contract granting the "right to use" the real property
periodically for a specified number of years.

1.

TIMESHARE SALES IN 1984 TOTALED $1.7 BILLION, UP ONE-HALF PERCENT
OVER 1983. Gross timeshare sales nationally exceeded $1.7 billion in 1984, up
33 times over the 1975 dollar volume of sales.

In 1983, there were

approximately 900 timeshare resorts, an increase of 850 resorts since 1975. By
year end 1983, approximately 525,000 timeshare intervals had been sold as
(._ ·.'

opposed to the 10,000 which were sold in 1975. Timeshare sales through 1983
represent almost 10,500 years worth of weekly vacation experiences.

In the

Orlando area, timeshare has grown from virtual nonexistence in 1980 to an
estimated 1984 sales volume of $70 million, or 800 units • Timeshare dollar
volume was up in 1984 over 1983.
however.

The number of intervals sold was flat,

This was due to a stronger high end market forming and a still

occurring "shake-out" of the Ma and Pa conversions which took place in the early
1980's.

2.

THE TYPICAL TIMESHARE BUYER IS MIDDLE-AGED, UPPER MIDDLE
INCOME 1 WITH FAMf Y·

A "typical".--timeshare buyer is a married couple, in

their 40's, with two children, a mid-to-upper-middle level household income and
(

at least one parent has a college education. This market can no longer afford

'

whole-ownership condominiums in most resort markets.

The above timeshare

buyer profile is similar to the Disney visitor profile. The "typical" Disney visitor
is a married couple-in the mid-30's, one child and a household income in the mid-

l$30;0~
TIMESHARE IS PURCHASED FOR THE VACATION EXPERIENCE. The primary
buyer motivation is the resort/vacation "experience."

Other important, but

secondary reasons, include:
1)

No burdens or costs associated with second-home ownership.

2)

The opportunity to lock in a major cost of tomorrow's vacation at today's
prices.

3)

Possible long term appreciation of the interval.

c
4.

40 PERCENT OF THE COST OF A TIMESHARE UNIT GOES TO MARKETING.
Marketing

40% of unit sales price

Acquisition and Development

25% of unit sales price

Overhead and Development

6% of unit sales price

Financing/Other

12% of unit sales price

Profits

17% of unit sales price
100%

5.

DISNEY

IS

EXPERIENCE.

THE

NATION'S

PREMIER

.

VACATION

Walt Disney World is the quality, family-oriented vacation

experience in the United States today.

(

FAMILIY-ORIENTED

Timeshare will add to that vacation

experience by providing a range of top quality visitor accommodations in a
memorable setting. Disney's corporate profits will be enhanced. Attendance at
the gated attractions will increase as more people will stay for a longer time
period. Selling the interval itself will, of course, be a very profitable venture (as
will resales).

The value of the land will be significantly upgraded.

Finally,

repeat visitor patterns will be strengthened and the time between Disney World
visits for a household will be reduced.

6.

DISNEY

TIMESHARE

WILL

STRESS

THEME,

UNIQUENESS

AND

TRANSFERABILITY. The Disney concept is not the traditional approach by any
stretch of the imagination. Disney timeshare will be village oriented where each
village has a theme (Fantasy Island, Frontier Village, etc.).

There will be

transferability within the Disney villages. The vacation accommodation itself
will become a positive and potentially different annual experience. Several offsite timeshare experiences are recommended. This will enhance the element of
transferability and reinforce the overall Florida vacation experience. There may
eventually be ties with other Disney developments, as well as other selected
resorts.

7.

INTERVAL PRICES WILL RANGE FROM $7,000 TO $13,000 INITIALLY,
DEPENDING ON THE SEASON. There will be product and price ranges to fit the
breadth of the market. Likely average interval (weekly) price schedules would
show peak demand periods at $10,000 -$13,000, shoulder or slower periods at
$8,000 -$9,000 and low vacation demand periods at around $7,000 per interval.
Units would range from between 1,200-1,400 square feet.

Each timeshare unit

(

(50 weeks sold per unit) would gross approximately $500,000 or $350-$420 per
·.

square foot.

8.

FIRST YEAR SALES SHOULD EQUAL 9,000 INTERVALS; . 25,000 INTERVALS
BY THE FOURTH YEAR.

Probable forecasted sales of intervals would range

from 9,000 the first year of startup (180 timeshare units) to 25,000 (500 units) by
the fourth year. Sales in the fourth year could expect to generate $250 million
in gross revenues. A 20 percent profit margin computes to $50 million in today's
dollars.

Lewis M. Goodkin
President
Goodkin Research Corporation
March 15, 1985

300 South Riverside Plaza
Chicago, IL 60606
(312) 648,05 55
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OFFICE/R&D INDUSTRIAL

FLORIDA'S "BUSINESS" CLIMATE" IS ONE OF THE TOP FIVE IN THE
U.S.

The state was ranked first in the Alexander Grant

business climate study over the past three yeqrs, has the
second lowest tax burden in the nation, the fourth lowest
percentage of union membership, and a highly favorable unemployment and workers' compensation program.

The state was ranked

fourth in a Fortune magazine survey of the top 1,000 corporations as a choice for a new manufacturing plan and fifth for

(·

a corporate headquarters during the next five years, and was
ranked sixth in a Business Week survey of corporate interest
in locations for new plants.
2.

FLORIDA'S JOB GROWTH IS PROJECTED TO BE ONE OF THE BEST IN
THE NATION.

Five of the nation's 30 metropolitan areas

gaining more than 200,000 jobs by the year 2000 will be in
Florida, one of which is . Orlando.

The state ranked fourth

in the U.s·. for the number of companies listed among the
500 fastest growing private firms by INC. magazine, and new
business incorporations as a percent of total business concerns were twice as high as the national average.

Between

1982 and 1987, Florida will have led the Southeast in employment growth in manufacturing, with a fifth place nationally.

A member of Horwath & Horwath International with affiliated offices worldwide.

(·.
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3.

HIGH-TECH INDUSTRY IS A LEADING SECTOR OF FLORIDA'S HIGH
RATE OF GROWTH.

High-tech constitutes 27% of manufacturing

employment in Florida compared to an average of 20% for the
rest of the nation.

Florida ranks second only to Texas in

the South in the amount of Industrial R&D Funds invested
within the State.
4.

ORLANDO IS A SERVICE-BASED ECONOMY.

In 1983, 56% of the

area's employment was in services and retail trade, compared
to 45% for the

u.s.

The services sector will continue to

grow in Orlando~ ·but less rapidly, with services estimated to
reach 59% of total
5.

employm~nt

in 2000.

ORLANDO'S MANUFACTURING ECONOMY IS HIGH-TECH ORIENTED.

Among

the 40 largest employers in the metro area, high-tech firms
t ·.

account for 34% of employment, increasing to 45% among the
next 40 largest employers.

The major high-tech employers

account for _22,600 jobs in the Orlando arei, including
Martin Marietta Orlando Aerospace (9,300)

1

AT&T Information

Systems (3,800), and Stromberg-Carlson (1,8.00).
Martin Marietta is now developing a new Electronics Systems
Center that will employ over 7 1 000, AT&T Technologies is
constructing a five-building complex planned to house 2,500,
and
6.

t~e

Navy plans to build a major Training Equipment Center.

R&D ACTIVITY IS GROWING RAPIDLY IN THE ORLANDO AREA.
facilities include:
Burroughs Corp.

GE Robotics Center (robotics)

(computer printers)

1

R&D

1

OKI Systems Engineering

(software deveTopment and engineering for telecommunications
-2-

..

.

and data processing), and International Laser Systems (laser

~

~~

systems).
7.

ORLANDO IS BENEFITTING FROM THE EXPANSION OF THE UNIVERSITY
OF CENTRAL FLORIDA.

UCF is the fastest growing school in

the state, with a present enrollment of approximately 17,000
students.

Three thousand students are enrolled in the

engineering divisions, five of which have Ph.D. programs.
The Computer Science program is one of the ten largest in
the U.S.; a Computer Science Research Institute is being
developed.

The newly developed Institute for Simulation

and Training has been declared a

C~nter

of Excellence by

the Department of Defense, and the Optics Research Laboratory
is promoting local growth in the laser industry.
8.

ORLANDO IS BECOMING A SIGNIFICANT CORPORATE OFFICE CENTER.
Corporate offices located in the Orlando area include:
Harcourt Brace Jovanovitch (headquarters), Tupperware
(headquarters), Red Lobster Inns (headquarters), Southern
Bell (headquarters), Piezo Technology (headquarters),
Westinghouse Steam Turbine Generator Division (headquarters),
CNA Insurance (regional headquarters), The Hartford Insurance
Group (regional headquarters), American States Insurance
(regional headquarters), AT&T Information · Systems (data
center), and J.C. Penney (computer center).

9.

ORLANDO'S

LONG-TE~1

ECONOMIC GROWTH OUTLOOK IS FAVORABLE.

The metro area has such advantages as:

moderate wages

(hourly manufacturing wage of $7.84 in Orlando vs. $9.22 in
U.S.), moderate housing costs (average price for Orlando horne
-3-

is 85% of national average), excellent interstate system,

major international airport served by more than 20 airlines,
excellent travel accommodations (5th in the world in the
number of new hotel/motel rooms), good quality local school
system (Florida above national average in SAT scores, and
Orange/Seminole counties above state), and an attractive
climate.
10.

WALT DISNEY WORLD IS WELL SITUATED FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF A
~

MAJOR OFFICE AND LIGHT INDUSTRY PARK.

The growth of the

Orlando employment base demonstrates the potential for the
office and industrial real estate market.

WOW is favorably

situated along I-4 and within 30 minutes of the airport.
This property has the developmental advantages of being
under one ownership and within the Reedy Creek Improvement
District.
-~~

mental situation providing Disney greater control of its

~~~C}tdestiny.
-~

G).
r

This District is a unique governmental and environ-

Existing development on the property (Magic Kingdom,

EPCOT Center, a~ WOW Village) is extremely attractive and
noted for its high quality.

The Disney name is known for

innovation and successful marketing.
11.

{j_;wuN

WALT DISNEY WORLD HAS CONSIDERABLE COMPETITION FOR FUTURE
EMPLOYMENT GROWTH IN ORLANDO AREA.

Primary local competition

for corporate office and light industry is concentrated in
three areas:

near the University of Central Florida, around

Orlando International Airport, and the Orlando Central Industrial Park -Area.

Major industrial/commercial real estate proj-

ects in these areas total over 4,500 acres of available acreage.
Shell Oil is developing the 405 acre Quadrangle office park
-4-

(

.

across from the University of Central Florida, the UCF

. ~ .. .....: .·

Research Park contains 800 acres with expansion potential,
Lee-Vista is a major multi-use project adjacent to the airport
with 1,500 acres devoted to industrial and office use, and
South Park is a new 1,000 acre quality industrial development
within Orlando Central Park (Martin Marietta's -4,200 acre
multi-use project in South Orlando).
12~

TO BE COMPETITIVE, DISNEY NEEDS TO DEVELOP A "STATE OF THE
ART" INDUSTRIAL/COMMERCIAL ENVIRONMENT.

This park will need

the following elements:

( ..

13.

*

Highly landscaped campus-like environment

*

Stringent restrictive covenants and development

*

On~

*

Business technical services center

*

Major business/executive conference center

*

High level of recreational amenities

*

Shared business library and information center

*

Incubator/small tenant speculative space

*

High quality of professional management and maintenance

standar~s

of the nation's most advanced telecommunications
systems (teleport)

STIMULATION OF ACTIVITY TO ACHIEVE REASONABLE ABSORPTION IN
OFFICE/R&D/LIGHT INDUSTRIAL PARK WILL NEED TO COME FROM AN
INNOVATIVE APPBOACH TO MARKETING AND DEVELOPMENT.

Disney

needs to seriously consider the following:

*

Establishing a Technology Transfer Center to serve
both the private sector and the state university
research centers.
-5-
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14.

*

Establishing a "Services" Sector Management and
Training Center.

*

Establishing a "Corporate Campus" and business
training center in conjunction with the conference
center.

*

Establishing an International Technical Information
Exchange (an international computerized technical
data base).

*

Extending the monorail to key locations in park.

*

Serving as catalyst to form research consortia
among key industrial sectors (e.g., laser ·technology,
software development, etc.).

*

Hiring staff with scientific leadership ability
("technology statesman").

*

Formulating a promotional program geared to a
national and international market.

*

Developing a close working relationship with the
State of Florida and state university system.

*

Establishing a venture capital fund for new business
start-ups in park.

A SUCCESSFUL

PROG~~

OF DEVELOPMENT COULD RESULT IN NATIONAL

RECOGNITION, THE HIGHEST LAND VALUES IN SUBURBAN ORLANDO
AREA, AND ABSORPTION OF 1,600 ACRES OF OFFICE AND INDUSTRIAL
LAND OVER THE NEXT 20 YEARS.
PROPOSED EPCOT TECHNOLOGY AND BUSINESS PARK WOULD BE AN
EXTENSION OF WALT DISNEY'S ORIGINAL CONCEPT OF EPCOT AND
WOULD ENHANCE PERCEPTION OF THE EPCOT CENTER AS "THE"

Date
-6-

WALT DISNEY WORLD MASTER PLAN
Briefing Paper
MARKETPLACE/ECONOMY: Residential

1.

HOUSING DEMAND IN ORLANDO AVERAGES 17,000 UNITS ANNUALLY. In
1975, 3,136 housing units were started, 15 percent of those multifamily. In 1984,
over 22,800 units were started with 42 percent being multifamily. The average
price of a new single family home sold in the Orlando area today is $74,100. A
new multifamily unit sells for an average price of $57,200.

Rental product

accounts for almost 35 percent of the residential construction today.

The

growth of younger people working here, the explosion in public and private
syndication financing,

accelerated

depreciation

and

below

market

rate

construction financing available through the mortgage revenue bond program are
among the key reasons for the surge in rental unit construction. Average rents
range from $311 (60¢/foot/month) for an efficiency to $485 (39¢/foot/month) for
3 bedrooms and two baths. Vacancy rates overall are around 7 percent.

2.

THE ORLANDO MARKET IS YOUNG AND PRICE SENSITIVE. Home buyers in
the Orlando market have come to expect good value.· Primary, worker age
buyers tend to dominate the lower and higher priced segments of the market.
For example, 53 percent of the buyers of homes priced $50,000 and less were of
younger, worker age. Almost 73 percent of the buyers of product priced $75,000
and above were primary buyers. Retirees are not an overly big market segment.

(2)

Sixteen percent of the units purchased in 1984 went to retirees. Another buyer
segment of

som~

consequence is the tax shelter investor (there is some second

home buying) which accounts for 29 percent of all sales.

3.

HIGHER PRICED HOUSING IS IN THE NORTH AND WEST. Generally speaking,
the higher priced for-sale homes and rental units are located north of the
downtown Orlando area.

Winter Park and the Altamonte Springs/Wekiva area

are prime examples. The terrain is rolling, lakes are prevalent and there is an
abundance of shopping and employment opportunities. Families are the single
most prevalent household type in this area and family support facilities, such as
schools, are excellent.

(- ·.

More moderate priced homes, but still of good quality, may be found in the
east and to the south of downtown Orlando. Retirees tend to buy in this area due
to outstanding values.

And younger households desiring to be close to

employment nodes such as downtown Orlando and International Drive also find
these submarkets desireable.

The rental market, in terms of the number of

available units, is strongest in the south and east also.

Not surprisingly, the

majority of "younger" theme park and resort/tourist type jobs are also nearby.

(3)

4.

AN AVERAGE MONTHLY MORTGAGE PAYMENT IS $600.
Comparison
Area
Palm Beach

Orlando
Metro. Area

Orange County

County

1982 Per Capita Income

$10,677

$11,641

$14,150

Average Household Size

2.65

2.60

2.60

Estimated Annual Household Income

$28,294

$30,267

$36,790

Estimated Monthly Household Income

$ 2,358

$ 2,522

$ 3,065

Mortgage Payment Available

$

Total Mortgage Dollars Available

$55,800

Rental Payment Available

$

575

350

$

625

$60,750

$

425

$

775

$75,300

$

516

(· .

5.

DISNEY'S INITIAL OPPORTUNITY IS IN RENTAL HOUSING.

Disney has an

exceptional opportunity to cater to the rental market demand in Orlando. Young
people dominate the rental market here and younger people are a majority of the
work force at Disney World. In addition, the forecasted growth in Disney's onsite
employment base suggests a strong future for rental housing at the subject
property.

As has been shown, the Orlando market is quite price sensitive.

Currently, we see no strong demand for higher priced for-sale housing at Disney
World.

That market will evolve as the number of higher paying employment

opportunities within the Disney office/industrial park evolves.
housing represents only a limited opportunity today.

Retirement

The high cost of

infrastructure upgrades and amenities for this market segment, as well as the
country club buyer, further dictates waiting to cater to these demand sectors.

--

(··:_:·-:. ·
:.:~

(4)

Importantly, any residential component at Disney World is not a stand alone
opportunity. A

~ense

of community must be developed and nurtured. Shopping

services such as those found in a community size shopping center must be
provided.

And as more market segments are catered to, then the community

concept relative to all types of services must be expanded.

6.

DISNEY SHOULD PLAN ON A 2,000-2,500 UNIT IN TOTAL.

The Orlando

market has an average annual demand for 5,000-5,500 rental apartment units.
Disney can capture 10-12 percent of that demand initially (500-600 units) by
attracting a portion of the entry year's "new demand", as well as a portion of the
highly transferrable, in place Disney employment base that is currently renting.
(

..

Over the five year planning horizon, a community of 2,000-2,500 rental units is
achievable. Disney's rental community will not be typical of the Orlando area.
It will be designed, positioned and marketed similar to the high quality large

rental communities in California.

A village concept will be developed where

pricing and product will be used to delineate the market. The amenity base will
be extensive but relatively inexpensive. Jogging trails, swimming, a nautilustype exercise area, several clubhouses, a racquet club sports complex, and the
like would be available. This Disney community is not being built for further
conversion. The future value is in land appreciation and real dollar cash flow
increases.

(5)

7.

THE FIRST PHASE SHOULD BE 500 UNITS AT $350-$500 A MONTH RENTS.
The first phase of the development should consist of 500 units.

Pre-leasing in

Disney's case is recommended as a significant amount of demand will initially
come from onsite employees. The following mix is suggested:

Number
of Units

Square Feet

Rent

Mini 1/1

140

500

$ 350

$

.70

Standard 1/1

160

650

$ 400

$

.615

2/2 Double Master

200

950

$ 500

$

.525

Product Type

(..

Rent/
Square Feet

Base Rents, plus premiums including:
View

- $10, up to $25

Carport

- $25

*Fireplace- $10
*In selected standard 1/1 and 2/2's.

Probable absorption is 25 units a month although it is quite possible that these
initial 500 units would be totally leased prior to completion of the first unit.

Lewis M. Goodkin
President
Goodkin Research Corporation
March 15, 1985

